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A simple setup for the generation of ultra-intense quasistatic magnetic fields, based on the gener-
ation of electron currents with a predefined geometry in a curved ’escargot’ target, is proposed and
analysed. Particle-In-Cell simulations and qualitative estimates show that giga-Gauss scale mag-
netic fields may be achieved with existent laser facilities. The described mechanism of the strong
magnetic field generation may be useful in a wide range of applications, from laboratory astrophysics
to magnetized ICF schemes.
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INTRODUCTION
Generation of strong magnetic fields in laboratory con-
ditions attracts much interest as it may be used in vari-
ous of applications, such as astrophysical studies, Inertial
Confinement Fusion (ICF) schemes, magnetic field inter-
action with atoms and particles, etc. For the laboratory
production of magnetic fields of the order of hundreds of
kilo-Gauss, pulsed magnetic sources can be used. Nowa-
days, modern laser facilities provide new possibilities for
the one-shot generation of intense magnetic fields up to
tens of Mega-Gauss (see, i.e. [1–3]), in a volume of ∼ 1
mm3 and in a time scale of several ns.
In the present letter, we propose a novel scheme for
the production of intense magnetic fields, based on the
generation of intense currents in a target of a special ’es-
cargot’ geometry [4]. The sceme can be understood from
Fig.1(A1), a laser pulse propagates inside the target from
the left through the ’window’. As a result of grazing in-
cidence and the geometry of the target, various physical
phenomena are involved into the interaction process. We
mention here laser pulse reflection from plasma surface,
electron surface guiding effect [5], and return current gen-
eration. A combination of these three effects in the con-
sidered target geometry results in a strong magnetic field
generation. The curvature of the inner target surface
provides (i) the continuous laser propagation along the
surface and a high total absorption, (ii) acceleration of
electrons along the curved target surface, (iii) the return
current with a target-defined curvature. The electron
guiding along the target inner surface (ii), known as the
electron surface acceleration mechanism, is described in
[5]. The effect was experimentally confirmed [6], for laser
intensities ∼ 1018W/cm2, and studied numerically in dif-
ferent geometries [7, 8]. It was found, that the acceler-
ated electrons produce strong currents along the surface,
with the corresponding magnetic fields. Another impor-
tant effect, not mentioned in [4], is the return current
generation (iii) in a target material. It results in gener-
ation of higher quasistatic magnetic field of the opposite
direction. The field amplitude may reach a giga-Gauss
level, with the characteristic life time of the order of at
least several ps. This quasistationary magnetic field may
deflect the surface electron guiding, and, moreover, pro-
duce higly magnetized electron off-surface flows. In this
letter, with Particle-in-Cell simulations we show an ex-
ample of giga-Gauss scale magnetic field generation and
analyse the physical origin of this effect.
The letter is organized as follows: first, we present the
results of the Particle-In-Cell simulations, then discuss
the magnetic field structure and its origin, and finally
conclude.
PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS FOR AN
EXAMPLE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
GENERATION IN AN ’ESCARGOT’ TARGET
To produce a strong curved solenoid-like current, a spe-
cial helix, or ’escargot’ target geometry is proposed, see
Fig.1(A1). Our simulations are two-dimensional, so the
real 3D shape of the target is somewhat like a disclosed
deformed cylinder. This geometry allows us to make use
of the plasma mirror effect [9], with a mirror of a pre-
scribed geometry, and to predefine the currents direc-
tions. The discontinuity of the target is nesessary for
the propagation of the laser pulse inside the hollow. The
target shape is analytically defined by
r(θ) = r0
(
1 +
δr
r0
θ
2pi
)
, θ ∈ (0, 2pi) , (1)
where θ = 0 corresponds to the upper direction of the ver-
tical axis in Fig.1, δr and r0 are the parameters, which
values are defined below. We examine laser-target inter-
action with 2D3V Particle-In-Cell code PICLS [10].
Although several runs with different laser and target
parameters were performed to prove the robustness of the
proposed setup, here, we describe only one of them. The
laser intensity in it was I0 = 5 × 1019W/cm2, the laser
wavelength was λ0 = 0.93 µm, and the pulse duration
was τ0 = 1.6ps. The target, defined by (1), with r0 =
43 µm, δr = 28 µm, was composed by two layers of the
material with ion charge Z = 79, ion mass m
(1)
i = 197mp
of the inner 1 µm width layer, and m
(2)
i = 20m
(1)
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FIG. 1: Electron density (panels A1-D1), and mag-
netic field Bz (panels A2-D2) at different time moments:
0.62, 1.9, 3.1, 4.3 ps correspondingly for A1,B1,C1,D1 and
A2,B2,C2,D2, for the run (a). Electron density is shown in
the units of nc = 1.3 × 1021cm−3, and is cut on the value
of 6.5 × 1021cm−3 magnetic field is shown in the units of
1.16 × 108Gauss, so that maximum value of 2.6 in the col-
orbar corresponds to 3 × 108Gauss. Axis ’z’ is directed to
the viewer. In panel B2 the black dashed arrow along the
target inner surface indicates surface guided electrons, the
black solid arrow corresponds to the electrons which produce
reverse current, and the long dashed arrow shows electron mo-
tion, which is deflected by the magnetic field, already formed
inside the target.
outer 2 µm width layer (sublayer), wheremp is the proton
mass. The ion density was ni = 2×1020cm−3. Electrons
with masses me had the density ne = Zni = 12nc, where
nc = 1.3× 1021cm−3 is the critical electron density. The
more massive outer sublayer was introduced to decrease
the target explosion time. The matter was presented as
fully ionized cold ions, 1 particle per a cell, and 100keV
hot electrons, 79 particles per a cell. The simulation box
was 2160 × 2304 cells, or approximately 100 × 110 µm.
The resolution in time was 0.16 fs.
The results of the PIC simulations are shown by several
subsequent snapshots of electron density and magnetic
field Bz during the interaction process in Fig.1. As it
is seen from the snapshots for the magnetic field in Fig.
1(A2-D2), even though a large part of the laser pulse
energy is absorbed by the target, a sufficient part of it
follows the geometry of the ’escargot’ chamber, which
works as a plasma mirror of the specified form. To reveal
the origin of the magnetic fields, the current structure
snapshots are shown in Fig.2. The total current is com-
posed both from the direct electrons along the surface,
ponderomotively accelerated by the surface guided mech-
anism [5], and from the reverse current, generated in the
target in order to compensate the charge accumulation
caused by escaped electrons. The total current produces
Bz magnetic field, which effects the further electron dy-
namics. In the upper part of the target (∼ 0..10◦), where
the laser propagation is almost grazing, the surface guid-
ing effect is more important. Below, in the main region
of the laser pulse reflection, incident angle increases up
to ∼ 40..45◦. Under these conditions the surface guiding
mechanism still works [5], and the corresponding direct
current is seen in Fig.2(A) as a thin layer of positive cur-
rent along the surface. The inverse current (negative in
Fig.2), appears to be more stable and posesses a higher
value in comparison to the direct one. While laser prop-
agates further, it heats more and more electrons on the
inner surface of the target. These electrons escape from
the surface, creating the local positive charge. This is
the nature of a return current feeding by the laser propa-
gation along curved target surface. The direction and
the amplitude of the magnetic field inside the cavity
is defined by the total current distribution, but as the
escaped electrons are spread and the reverse current is
bound inside the target material, the later plays the de-
cisive role for the magnetic field generation. Note that
the resulting magnetic structure posess a θ−pinch-like
geometry, which is known to be stable, and thus its life
time is defined generally by the target life time. Later
on, see Fig.1(C1,C2), Target Normal Sheath Accelera-
tion (TNSA) mechanism [11] of ion acceleration comes
into play, pulling ions from the target inner surface into
the inner region. This secondary effect leads to an ad-
ditional compression of the magnetic field by the plasma
pressure.
The energy conversion efficiency from laser to the re-
maining magnetic field may be estimated from the en-
ergy balance in the PIC simulations, shown in Fig.3. In
3〈−~js〉
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FIG. 2: Current density jy in the frame region, indicated in
Fig.1(A2,B2), in subsequent time moments 0.46, 0.62, 1.9 ps.
Negative more intense current is responsible for negative Bz
in Fig.1(A2,B2,C2,D2). In right panel the dot-dashed arrow
shows electrons, directly accelerated by the laser pulse, the
solid arrow shows electrons which produce inverse current.
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FIG. 3: Energy balance during the interaction. After 2 ps,
when the laser pulse is gone, the electromagnetic energy is
composed only by the magnetic field energy, which has the
order of 5 − 7% of the maximum (total laser pulse) energy.
this plot, the total energy growth is approximately linear
during the time, when laser pulse is entering, and after
it ends, energy gradually decreases, because the most en-
ergetic particles leave the simulation box. Initially, the
electromagnetic energy also grows linearly, but approxi-
mately at 0.4 ps, when the laser reaches the target, its
growth stops due to the electron heating. In the con-
trary, during the laser interaction with the target, the
electron energy grows, reaching the value of the order of
≈ 60% of the total energy at the end of the laser pulse
(about 1.5 ps). Also a sufficient part of the total energy
is transmitted to ions due to the TNSA effect. Electro-
magnetic energy remains of the same order of ≈ 35% of
the total laser energy during the laser-target interaction
process, but when the laser pulse ends it does not de-
crease to the zero value. There is a small remaining part,
left after 2 ps, which corresponds to the energy of the
residual magnetic field. From Fig.3 it is seen, that this
magnetic energy contains about 5− 7% of the total laser
pulse energy.
DISCUSSION
The interaction and the magnetic field development
consist on several subsequent processes. These are elec-
tron heating by the laser pulse, currents generation, mag-
netic structure formation, and TNSA effect. We discuss
first the current structure and estimate the correspond-
ing magnetic fields. Although as we mention, the main
role in the magnetic field generation plays the reverse cur-
rent, the direct electron current along the surface, which
in our case may be generated in the large surface area
may also be important. For estimate of the the magnetic
field amplitude, the Ampe`re’s law may be used,
∇× ~B = 4pi
c
~j +
1
c
∂ ~E
∂t
, (2)
where ~B and ~E are the magnetic and the electric fields, ~j
is current, and c is the light velocity. For the estimate of
the quasi-static magnetic field we average (2) over time
τav, which is much longer than both the laser period
τav  ω−1 and the electron plasma period τav  ω−1e .
After this, the time derivative item 〈∂ ~E/∂t〉 in (2) be-
comes very small and can be omitted. This means, that
the average currents 〈~j〉 form a self-consistent structure
with the magnetic fields 〈 ~B〉, and that the fast creation of
the bounding electric field during electron heating on the
inner target surface does not play an important role in
the quasi-static 〈 ~B〉 generation. According to the current
structure, shown in Fig.2(C), it is necessary to estimate
both the direct surface current 〈~js〉 and the reverse one
〈~jr〉. It is convenient first to estimate the total number of
the escaping electrons from the surface and their average
energy.
For relativistic laser intensities, the characteristic elec-
tron energy Te is defined by the ponderomotive scaling
[12], which for I0 = 5 × 1019W/cm2 gives Te ∼ 4 MeV.
The number of escaped electrons in a stationary regime
Nesc can be found from the self-consistent solution of
Poisson-Boltzmann problem [13], which gives for the fo-
cal radii rf ∼ 10 µm, Nesc ∼ 6 × 1012 electrons. This
number gives the total electric charge and the return cur-
rent 〈~jr〉, in the the target during the action of the laser
pulse τ0. According to the numerical simulations, the
number of electrons along the surface, which defines the
current 〈~js〉 contains about κ ∼ 0.1..0.2 <∼ 1 of the total
electron number Nesc for moderate oblique angles [5]. It
can not considerably decrease the magnetic field, created
by the return current 〈~jr〉. According to (2), the gener-
ated by the total current 〈~j〉 = 〈~js〉+ 〈~jr〉 magnetic field
is 〈Bz〉 ≈ 0.5×109 Gauss, which is in a reasonable agree-
ment with the values, obtained in the PIC simulations,
see Fig.1.
When the magnetic field is formed, the electrons form-
ing the surface current 〈~js〉, as well as all other escaping
electrons, may be deflected. The Larmor radius for elec-
trons with an energy of 4 MeV in a magnetic field of the
value from Fig.1(B2) 2×108 Gauss, is much smaller than
4the target size: rL <∼ 1 µm. This means, that electrons
can not penetrate into the magnetized region. However,
they can propagate along the edge of the strong magnetic
field region, and form the third current 〈~j3〉, indicated in
Fig.1(B2) with the long-dashed arrow. In the given ge-
ometry, this electrons propagate approximately through
the middle of the empty space inside the target, separat-
ing it and forming a dipole-like magnetic field distribu-
tion. Variation of the δr/r0 parameter in (1) and the laser
propagation direction may affect the shape of the mag-
netic field structure: for a large δr/r0, the current −〈~j3〉
is ejected outside the cavity and the generated magnetic
field may take a monopole shape.
The longitudinal magnetic structure lives long after the
end of the laser pulse. Moreover, we observe an interest-
ing effect of a compression of the magnetic field by the
plasma expanding inside the cavity. This process is rel-
atively slow, and may be qualitatively described by the
pressure balance between the magnetic field and the hot
plasma,
B2z
8pi
≈ neTe, (3)
which is usual for θ−pinch configurations. Taking from
Fig.1 the electron density ne ∼ 1021cm−3 and tem-
perature Te ∼ 4MeV, we get the magnetic field value
Bz ∼ 4 × 108 Gauss. This value is twice greater, than
the value in Fig.1(D2), probably because of the electron
cooling after the laser pulse ends.
At these times, inside the target cavity we observe an
interaction of the low density hot magnetized plasma (in
the blue region with the negative 〈Bz〉 in Fig.1(C2,D2))
and more dense cool magnetized plasma (in the yellow
region with the positive 〈Bz〉 in Fig.1(C2,D2)). The low
density plasma region is formed along the more heated
right part of the target. There the dense hot collision-
less surface plasma cannot be rapidly magnetized and
remains for some time separated from the magnetized
region. In the left part of the target, plasma is rela-
tively cold, but the magnetic field, generated by 〈~j3〉 is
strong. There a considerable part of the surface plasma
may be magnetized, see Fig.1(C1,C2). Finally, the ab-
lated plasma comes to the equilibrium (3) with the mag-
netic field inside the cavity. This quasi-static stage is
defined mainly by the target explosion time, so that the
more dense materials may be preferable to increase the
time of life of the generated magnetic structure.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented two-dimentional calculations for the
high quasistationary magnetic field generation mecha-
nism with intense laser pulses. For a possible experi-
mental realization, the question of the role of 3D effects
arises. The θ−pinch type magnetic structure, observ-
ing in our simulations, is expected to be stable at the
time scale of several ps. The required laser intensity of
a b c
FIG. 4: Examples of target geometries for the experimen-
tal applications of the considered effect: a – two cone-like
’escargot’ targets for collisions of magnetized plasmas; b –
magnetic trap geometry; c – microtocamak geometry. Black
arrows show laser pulses directions.
5 × 1019 W/cm2 and the pulse duration of 1.6 ps could
be achieved with the laser energy of the order of 1 kJ.
This is the scale of the installations as PETAL, ORION,
OMEGA EP, and FLEX.
It is known [13], that reverse currents depend strongly
on the experimental realization, including a holder posi-
tion on the target. For the considered setup, we marked
a possible ’support point’, which should be placed so,
that not to strongly change current distribution during
the interaction.
The robustness of the considered mechanism of mag-
netic fields generation, was confirmed in several runs
with different target and laser parameters. A strong
return current in a predefined geometry of the target
can be a flexible and effective experimental tool. The
proposed scheme for the magnetic field generation may
be used in a variety of applications, such as laboratory
astrophysics experiments, neutron production, different
aspects of ICF, i.e. electron magnetic collimation [14],
etc. Several variations are presented in Fig4. In labora-
tory astrophysics applications, a magnetized plasma may
be used for the studies of collisionless shocks and mag-
netic reconnection phenomena [15]. Depending on laser
and target parameters it may be possible to create mag-
netized plasmas, propagating in the opposite directions,
with different orientations of the magnetic field. This can
avoid the magnetic compression [16], which is considered
as not typical in space plasmas. A possible setup for the
reconnection studies is shown in Fig.4a. Inside a single
’escargot’ target (1), with adjusted laser and target pa-
rameters, reconnection phenomena may also take place,
as it follows from the structure of the magnetic field in
Fig.1. An interesting application may be micrometer-
scale magnetic traps, shown in Fig.4b and 4c. Tar-
get sizes and magnetic field values may be of the order
of interest for neutron production or magnetized fusion
schemes [17]. For the magnetic field 〈B〉 ≈ 100MGauss,
and the trap radius is about 50 µm, it can contain protons
with energies ∼ 30 MeV, and α−particles with energies
of the order of ∼ 10 MeV.
In conclusion, in the present Letter a novel scheme
of laser-assisted production of intense magnetic fields is
5proposed. It is based on the generation of the intense cur-
rents, which propagating along the curved surface. As a
first ”proof-of-principle” example, with the ’escargot’-like
target we demonstrated a simple quasi-static θ−pinch
type magnetic structure. More complex magnetic field
micro-structures may be produced with more compli-
cated target geometries.
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